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Abstract 
Montenyohl, M. and M. Wand, Correctness of static flow analysis in continuation semantics, 
Science of Computer Programming 16 (1991) l-18. 
We show how restructuring adenotational definition leads to a more efficient compiling algorithm. 
Two semantics-preserving transformations ( tatic replacement and factoring) are used to convert 
a continuation semantics into a formal description of a semantic analyzer and translator. The 
translation algorithm derived below performs type checking before code generation so that 
type-checking instructions may be omitted from the target code. The translation is proved correct 
with respect o the original definition of the source language. The proof conFists of showing that 
both transformations preserve the semantics of the source language. 
0. Introduction 
The purpose of this work was to investigate how program improvement techniques 
used by realistic compilers could be rigorously described in a denotational 
framework. Several researchers have investigated methodologies for deriving a 
correct implementation from a language’s denotational definition [S, 6, 12, 13, 14, 
17-211. Typically, a standard denotational definition specifies the run-time behavior 
of a construct. Such a definition may be translated easily into an interpreter and, 
although it may be inefficient, the implementation is correct. 
* This work supported by grant NSF-MCS 82-03978 and NSF-DCR 83-03325. 
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Static restrictions, such as type declarations, are often imposed on a programming 
language in order to allow for an efficient implementation. However, a translator 
based solely on the conventional dynamic semantics cannot take advantage of the 
additional information provided by static restrictions. In this paper, we show how 
to modify a dynamic continuation semantics of a language to take advantage of 
static information. Restructuring a denotational definition makes it possible to derive 
a compiler which uses data flow analysis to produce more efficient target code. 
This paper improves on [ 1 l] in several ways. First, this paper describes emantic 
analysis for a block-structured imperative language; the impact that the sequential 
elaboration of commands and declarations has on the consistency proofs (e.g., 
apparent in [ll]. Second, it introduces the notion of congruence 
nd continuations, which is equivalence on all “suitable” stores. This 
in a technical lemma in [ll], but the introduction of sequentiaiity 
to the language reveals it to be an important concept. The main 
es that the different versions of the semantics preserve congruent 
believe that this statement of the theorem will allow for extension 
A technical complication is that declarations change the notion 
of a suitable store, and the proof must keep track of this. At the top level, all stores 
are suitable, so closed programs are shown to be equivalent on all stores. Last, the 
notation for the various semantics is a significant improvement over that used 
in [lo, ll]. 
The outline of this paper is as follows: A standard dynamic semantics [la) is 
given in Section 1. The language is strongly-typed so type-checking operations may 
be expressed as a static computation. The dynamic definition will be subjected 
to two transformations which make it possible to derive an efficient compiler 
specification. First, the run-time type-checking operations will be replaced by static 
computations; this modification is explained in Section 2. Second, as described in 
Section 3, the static operations will be shifted so that they are performed prior to 
interpreting each construct. In Section 4, a proof nf*he + V1 r1lC borrectness of the factored 
definition is explained. 
The resulting definition is suitable for compiler derivation. Using the methodology 
already descrikd in [ 18-211, one compiler is described in [ 10, 111. Although this 
paper oni:? disk== w-OOe~ type checking, cpur nrcthodology is applicable to other program 
improvements. 
1. The source language 
1.1. Syntax 
Figure 1 gives the syntax of a language called ST that contains features relevant 
to type analysis. The possible types are integer, real and boolean. A declaration 
specifies an initial value and a type for a variable. Blocks can be nested. Variables 
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(Program)::=(Block) 
(Block) ::= block (Del-list) (Stmt-list) end 
(Del-list) : := (Declaration) (Del-list) 1 empty 
(Stmt-list)::= (Statement) (Stmt-list) 1 empty 
(Declaration)::= new (Identifier) (Expression) 
(Statement) : := (Identifier) := (Expression) 
1 while (Expression) do (Stmt-list) od 
l(B?ockj 
(Expression) ::= (Constant) 
1 (Identifier) 
I (Expression) + (Expression) 
(Constant)::= int (Int) 
1 real (Real) 
Fig. 1. Syntax for ST. 
are lexically scoped in the usual way. It is legal to assign an integer value to a real 
identifier, or to add an integer to a reai; the result is coerced to a real. 
1.2. Dynamic semantics 
The continuation semantics of ST is routine; some representative portions are 
found in Figs. 2 and 3. A complete presentation appears in [lo]. It is important 
that the semantics is written in continuation form because that is what the compiler 
methodology is based upon. Our task is to adapt data flow analysis techniques to 
fit the same framework. 
The domains are quite ordinary except for those associated with the store. The 
domain of Locations is the disjoint union of three kinds of locations (Int-Lot, 
Real-Lot, and Bool-Lot). For each type of location, there is a function (Int-Store, 
Real-Store, and Bool-Store) that maps the location to the appropriate kind of stored 
value (Int-Svalue, Real-Svalue, and Bool-Svalue). The store is a triple of these three 
functions. Each identifier is distinguished by the kind of location with which it is 
associated and each kind of location is processed by a store function that is 
independent of the other store functions. 
The dynamic clauses in Figs. 2 and 3 give a typical continuation semantics for 
selected portions of ST. Auxiliary functions, defined in [lo], are used to simplify 
the main clauses by encapsulating elementary operations. Most of the clauses have 
a three-part case statement expressing type checking as a dynamic operation. Type 
checking is described as a test for membership in a domain. The function isD? is 
the domain inspection operation which returns true whenever its argument belongs 
to the domain D [8, 161. For instance, there are three kinds of expressible values 
in Evalue; hence, the type of an expressed value can be determined by evaluating 
isInt? (v), isReal? (v), or is Bool? (v). One of these expressions will evaluate to true 
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LOU&n = 1nt=LQc+ Real-I&c+ Bool4uc (1) locations 
DV&le = kcution+(‘undechued’} denotable values 
Dynamic-Fmv= Identifier+ Dvalue (p) run-time environment 
Int-Svahe 
ReabSvaIue 
ue 
I),etl-store 
BOOLStO~ 
sw= 
State 
cooat 
Evalue 
Econt 
Demt 
hunt 
= Int+ {kniniialii int-lot’} 
= Real+{‘uninitialized r&ioc’} 
= Boo1+(‘uninitialiied bool-lot’} 
= Int40c + M-SValue 
= Real-Lot+ ReaMvalue 
= Bool-Lot- Bool-Svalue 
= In&Store x Real-Store x Bookstore 
= Input x Output x Store (4 
= State- Answer (4 
=Int+Real+Bool (4 
= Evalue-, Ccont (8) 
= Dynamic-Env-, Ccont (xl 
= Location+ Ccont (1)) 
: Program+ Input+ Answer 
: Block-, Dynamic-Env+ Ccont + Ccont 
state 
command continuation 
expressible values 
expression continutation 
declaration csotinuation 
location coninuation 
: D&list + Dynamic-Env-p Dcont _ * Ccont 
: Declaration -, Dynamic-Env-, Dcont -, Ccont 
: Stmt-list * Dynamic-Env + Ccont -, Ccont 
: Statement + DynamioEnv + Ccont + Ccont 
: Expression + Dynamic-Env -, Econt + Ccont 
: Identifier+ Dynamic-Env -, Lcont + Ccont 
Fig. 2. Dynamic semantics. 
provided v is not LEvalue. The expression isInt? (v) represents a run-time type- 
check& operation because v is a run-time value. 
i.3. Static semantics 
The context-free grammar for ST is augmented by context-sensitive restrictions 
(i.e., type constraints); Fig. 4 contains a denotational definition of the type constraints 
of ST. There are two advantages to specifying a static semantics in denotational 
form. First, since both the static and dynamic meanings of ST are written in the 
same notation, it is easy to combine the two definitions to produce a compiler 
specification. Second, the sound mathematical basis for denotational semantics 
provides a means for rigorous proofs about the language and its implementation. 
The static semantics is given as direct semantics. It associates a static attribute 
with each language construct and uses these values to determine if a program is 
well-typed. The static functions depend only on the syntactic domains, the type 
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Dyns~,,&:= en = 
hpK. 
isInt=Loc? I : 
DYnEll$eW~* 
islnt? v : int-update pxlv 
isReal? v : terminate rrorti 
isBool? v : terminate rror*) 
isReal-Lot? I : 
D~n,xJklld~~~ _ 
isht? v : coerce p ( real-update prcl) v 
isReal? v : real-update prclv 
isBool? v : terminate rror,) 
isBool- Lee? 1: 
DynE,$eDP(Air. 
isInt? v : terminate rmr4 
isReal? v : terminate rrors 
isBool? v : bookpdate p&v)) 
Dyn,,dwhile e do s odj = 
ApK. 
jixG@* 
isBool? v : test (body Dyns~i&@, retum)pm 
else : terminate rror,)) 
DynEx$ill= 
Apa 
DyndiDpW 
isInt-Lot? 1 : int-fetch p&l 
isReal-Lot? 1: real-fetch p&l 
isBool-Lot? 1: bookfetch p&f) 
Fig. 3. Dynamic semantics (continued). 
environment, and two sets: Types and Msg. The type environment is a functional 
description of a traditional symbol table. It maps an identifier to a type as determined 
by the declaration of that identifier. Initially, every identifier is mapped to ‘untyped’. 
This Type-Env keeps only type information for identifiers but a more complicated 
environment could be configured [2]. 
TypeStmt takes a statement and returns the message ‘ok’ if no type error exists in 
the statement; otherwise it returns ‘error’. TypeEXp and TypeId return a type for an 
expression and an identifier, respectively. The static definition does not mention 
6 
Dynkdq= 
Apq.(pi=%mdedared') a temhateemw,o 
.IoukuLpfm 
Fw 3 (amtimed). 
coercions explicitly. However, the static value associated with an expression 
anticipates the use of coercion iw+~ctions. For example, if x denotes a real and y 
denotes an integer, then the value of TypeEJx+y]r is real. 
The dynamic dauses, in Fig. 3, contain tests for domain membership (i.e., isInt? v). 
These tests represent run-time type checking because v denotes a run-time value. 
7he static semantics petforms type checking on static objects (syntax) instead of 
run-time values. Theorem 2.2, given below, asserts that nuktime analysis may be 
rq!aced by static analysis with no loss of meaning. 
In order to prove this theorem, it is necessary to establish a relationship between 
the static environment and the dynamic structures (dynamic environment and store). 
abe Type-Consistency Property shown below states this relationship. It asserts, in 
the first item, that the dynamic environment is d:6ned for all identi6ers. Speci6cally, 
applying the environment to an identifier yields eithe;* ‘undeclared’ or a pIGper 
= (‘int’, ‘teal+, ‘boon’, ‘untyped+) 
3mEnv = Identifier+ Type 
Msg = (“ok’, ‘error’} 
‘r”yptstmdwhileedosod]7= 
Type,,de]r = ‘bool’ + Typesl&)r, ‘erw’ 
Type~,,,JiJlr = Type, 
Tjrpehde, + e& = 
TypeE,de& = ‘int’ _ 
TypeE,de& = ‘int’ * ‘int’, 
TypeE,de& = ‘real’ _ ‘real’, ‘untyped’, 
Type,,de,Jlr = ‘real’ * 
Typ&e& = ‘int’ a ‘real’, 
TypeE,de& = ‘rwl’ _ ‘real’, ‘untyped’, 
TypeExdel Jr = ‘bool’ + 
TypeE,de2 J 7 = ‘bool’ + ‘bool’, ‘untyped’, 
‘untyped 
Fig. 4. Static semantics. 
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location. The property also states that the static environment must correspond to 
the dynamic structures in two ways: 
(1) 
(2) 
if an identifier is undeclared during execution then it is also statically untyped; 
if an identifier is bound at run-time to an Int-Lot, Real-Lot, or Bool-Lot 
then the static environment binds that identifier to the type ‘int’, ‘real’, or 
‘bool’, respectively and the value stored in the location is a member of Int, 
Real, or Bool, respectively. 
In the remainder of the paper, the expression con&( 7, p, o) means that r, p, and 
0 are type-consistent. 
Typ&onsistency property. Let 7~ Type-Env, p E Dynamic-Env and u E State. T, p, 
and w are type-consistent if and only if for all i E Identifier, 
(i) @ # lmalue and (pi) 1 Location Z ILocation ; 
(ii) n’= ‘untyped’ @ pi = undeclared’; 
(iii) the following propositions are equivalent: 
@ *= ‘int’, 
0 isInt-Lot? [pi 1 Location], 
0 isInt? ((0 3_&, [(pi) 1 Location 1 Int-Lot)); 
(iv) the following propositions are equivalent: 
l ti = ‘real’ 
l isReal-Lot? [pi 1 Location], 
l isReal? ((a J3)J2 [(pi) I Location 1 Real-Lot]); 
(v) the following propositions are equivalent: 
. ti = ‘bool’, 
l isBool-Lot? [pi I Location], 
l isBool? ((o‘ &)J3 [(pi) I Location 1 Bool-Lot]). 
Consistency is a reasonable property to have between these data structures since 
the static binding of an identifier is derived by analyzing the same declaration that 
is used to determine the run-time binding; the declaration is used in static analysis 
to determine a type and it is used at run-time to determine an initial value for the 
identifier. For example, an identifier is bound to the type ‘real’ in the static environ- 
ment if and only if the initializing expression denotes a real value. The dynamic 
binding of an identifier is determined by its declaration and by assignments to it. 
Therefore, the semantic values for assignment must be defined so that they preserve 
type-consistency. 
We begin the analysis of ST by relating the static and dynamic properties of 
expressions. Lemma 2.1 says that the state o is not altered by identifier lookup nor 
expression evaluation. Therefore, the Type-Consistency Property is preserved by 
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the evaluation of identifiers and expressions. Theorem 2.2 allows for the correct 
and equivalent replacement of run-time tests with static tests in expressions. 
Lemma 2.1. If consis(7, p, u), then: 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
For any identijier i such that Type&l r = t (where t is int, real or boo1 j and 
location continuation q, there xists a location 1such that Dyn&ppqo = v+. 
For any expression e such that TypeE,$e~r = t (where t is int, boo& or real), 
andfor any expression continuation E, there xists avalue v (of‘rhe type indicated 
by t), such that DynE,,l[elp&u = EVU. 
For every declaration d such that TypeW,I[dnr=olc, and any declaration 
continuation x, there exists an environment p’ and a store a’ such that 
DynDcl[dlpxn = xp’o’, and consis(r’, p’, u’), where 7’ is the symbol table 
formed by adding the declarations of d to T. 
Proof. (i) By easy calculation. (ii) By structural induction, using (i). (iii) By calcula- 
tion, using (ii). 0 
Theorem 2.2 (Static replacement). If consis( 7, p, a), then: 
(i) For all i E Identifier and for all & E Lcont, 1 s j 6 4 
if Typeldj[ i]lr f ‘untyped’ then 
DyniJ ilp (Al. isInt-Lot? 1 : fi 1 
isReal-Lot? 1 : f21 
isBool-Lot? 1: f31)v 
= Dynid[ inp( Al. T$pe,J in 7 = ‘int’ * fil 
Typeldl[ ij 7 = ‘real’ * fJ 
Type&n7 = ‘bool’ * fJ 
9 Km 
(ii) For all e E Expression and for all 4 E Econt, 1 s j s 4 
if TypeE,$en 7 # ‘untyped’ then 
DynE,,[enp(Av. isInt? v : f,v 
isReal? v : ftv 
isBool? v : f3v)a 
= DynEX&np(Av. Type&en7 = ‘int’ + f,v 
TypeE,JeJJ 7 = ‘real’ * f2v 
TypeE,JenT = ‘bool’ * f3v 
9 f4v)c 
Proof. By structural induction. A complete proof of Theorem 2.2 is presented in 
[lo]. Part (i) relies mainly on the Type-Consistency Property. The proof of part (ii) 
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is done by structural induction on expressions. Lemma 2.1 is applied after the 
induction hypothesis and then the proof follows by simple substitution. Cl 
Theorem 2.2(i) describes the correct substitution for tests involving locations. 
Testing a location for membership in Int-Lot, Real-Lot, or Bool-Lot is equivalent 
to asking if the corresponding identifier is statically bound to ‘int’, ‘real’, or ‘bool’, 
respectively. Part (ii) states the correctness of replacing a run-time test of an 
expressible value with the static test of the expression. Knowing that a value is 
associated with the domain Int, Real, or Boo1 is equivalent to knowing that the 
static value of the expression is ‘int’, ‘real’, or ‘bool’, respectively. 
Applying Theorem 2.2 to the dynamic definition of ST results in a definition 
which contains no tests for domain membership (i.e., no run-time tests). For example, 
the new clause for an addition expression is shown below. In the new clause, the 
decision to perform a coercion is based on static tests and, by Theorem 2.2, it is 
equivalent o perform type analysis on static (syntactic) objects rather than test their 
run-time values. 
If consis( 7, p, o) then 
DynExJel + 4 = 
Q&. 
DynEXplI4l~(~~,. 
TypeEXJeJ 7 = ‘int’ : 
DY+dMlP(~uz l 
TypeEXp[eJ 7 = ‘int’ : 
int-add OEV~ 19~ 
Type&e*1 7 = ‘real’ : 
coerce p(hx. real-add pexv2)v, 
TypeExpl[eJ 7= ‘bool’ : 
terminate errorg) 
TypeE,,[e,l 7 = ‘real’ : 
wnEx,lMP(~uz l 
Type,,,[ezl 7 = ‘int’ : 
coerce p ( real-add p&v1 ) v2 
TypeE,JezP T = ‘real’ : 
real-add p&v1 v2 
TypeE,,[eJ 7 = ‘bool’ : 
terminate error91 
TypeE,,[eJ 7 = ‘bool’ : 
DYhJ4P(~~2. 
Type& eJ 7 = ‘int’ : 
terminate error, 
Type,,,[eJ 7 = ‘real’ : 
terminate error, 
TypeExp[ eJ 7 = ‘bool’ : 
bool-or p&v, v2)) 
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3. The factorization corollary 
In the above version of the definition, the static tests are interspersed throughout 
each semantic lause. Now, the format of the clauses is improved by separating 
static analysis from dynamic interpretation in each clause. The corollary below 
rearranges semantic phrases; the rearrangement amounts to a simple rewriting of 
the lambda expressions. Lemma 3.1 states that the boolean expression of a condi- 
tional expression may be moved outside the lambda body if the identifiers in the 
boolean expression are not bound by the lambda. Corollary 3.2 applies Lemma 3.1 
to separate the static analysis from the dynamic meaning of expressions. In the 
factored definition, the type of a syntactic object is analyzed before the object is 
evaluated by the dynamic semantic functions. The factorization works because static 
analysis does not depend on any run-time values. 
Lemma 3.1. Let 6 E Boo1 and 6 # 1. 
(i) For all m E Lcont + Ccont and p,q E Lcont, 
m(h1. b * p,q) = b * mp, mq 
(ii) For all m E Econt + Ccont and p,q E Econt, 
m(hv. b * pv, qv)= b * mp, mq 
Corollary 3.2 (Factorization). Let p E Dynamic-Env, K E Ccont, r E Type-Env, 
u E State and t E Type. 
(i) For all i E Identifier and Jg E Lcont, 
(ii) For all e E Expression and S,g E Econt, 
We may now apply static replacement and factorization to the rest of the semantic 
clauses for ST. Representative portions are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Each clause 
expresses type checking in terms of syntax and a type environment. Type errors are 
identified, coercions are inserted, and primitive operations (in?-update, real-add, for 
instance) are selected on the basis of the values of the static functions defined in 
Fig. 4. The new definition is called the factored definition of ST because the static 
meaning is factored from the dynamic meaning. The new semantic functions take 
a type environment as the first argument. Otherwise, their functionality resembles 
that of the dynamic functions presented in Figs. 2 and 3. 
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Fact,, : Program + Type-Env + Irput + Answer 
Fa&m : Block + Type-Env + Dynamic-Env + Ccont + Ccont 
Yacht : Del-list + Type-Env + Dynamic-Env -, Dcont + Ccont 
FaCh : Declaration + Type-Env + Dynamic-Env + Dcont + Ccont 
Factslist : Stmt-list + Type-Env + Dynamic-Env + Ccont + Ccont 
Facfstmt : Statement + Type-Env + DynamioEnv + Ccont + Ccont 
F-Exp : Expression + Type-Env -* Dynamic-Env + Econt + Ccont 
Factla : Identifier + Type-Env + Dynamic-Env + Lcont + Ccont 
Fig. 5. Factored semantics. 
4. com!ctness 
We now complete the transformation by proving that for every program in ST, 
the factored clause gives the same semantics as the dynamic definition provided 
there are no untyped objects in the construct. 
One normally proves the equivalence of two semantics by showing that the 
semantic clauses give the same denotation to each program phrase. This is not 
possible for ST, since the dynamic semantics differs from the factored semantics 
when the Type-Consistency Property fails. Therefore, we must show a more restricted 
property: that if s is a statement and Typeamt [SIT = ok, and consis( r, p, a), then 
Unfortunately, we cannot prove this by a simple structural induction; we need a 
stronger hypothesis in order to make the induction work for while-loops. The key 
to the generalization is to consider the domain of command continuations, which 
was defined by 
Ccont = State + Answer 
Two command continuations are equal if and only if they agree on every possible 
state. This is too strong for our purposes. To avoid this, for each environment p, 
we define a relation sP on command continuations by 
K spK’ H KU= K’O for all CT such that consis( T, p, o) 
Similarly, if 8 and E’ are expression continuations, we define 
& Zp&’ H &vu= E’V~ for all v and all u such that consis( 7, p, a) 
The relation on declaration continuations is defined similarly. 
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Factst,& := en = hrp~. 
case Type,J in 7 of 
‘int’ : case TypeExp[ ejJ r of 
‘int‘ : 
Factld[ijrp(Al. FactE,$ejjrp(hv. in?-upd&ZtepKb)) 
‘real’ : 
Fact&nrp(hl. FactEx,&$p(Av. terminate rror,)) 
‘bool’ : 
Fact,&]lrp(hl. Fa&&?Jrp(Av. terminate rror2)) 
‘untyped’ : 
Fact&]rp(Al. FactExp([enrp(Av. terminate rror,,)) 
‘real’ : case TypeExJ e]l r of 
‘int’ : 
Fact,,[inrp(Al. FactExp[e]lp(Av. coercep(real-updatepel)v)) 
‘real’ : 
Fact&lrp(Al. Fact,,,[e]lrp(Av. real-updatepelv)) 
‘bool’ : 
Fact,,l[i)Tp(Al. FactE,,l[elrp(Av. terminate rror,)) 
‘untyped‘ : 
Fact&nlrp(Al. FactE,,[ejjrp(Av. terminate rror!,)) 
‘bool’ : case Type,,,l[enr of 
‘int’ : 
Fact&]rp(Al. FactE,,[eitp(Av. terminate rror,)) 
‘real’ : 
Fact,&Brp( Al. FactE,,[enTp( Au. terminate rrors)) 
‘bool’ : 
Fact,&lrp(Al. FactEx&+p(Av. bookupdatepelv)) 
‘untyped’ : 
Fact&]lrp(Al. FactExp[enrp(Av. terminateerror,,)) 
‘untyped’ : Fact&]lTp( Al. FactE,,[enrp( Av. terminate rror,,)) 
Fac&,(Iwhile e do s odjj = ATPK. 
case Type,,&jJ 7 of 
‘ok : case Type&elJ r of 
‘bool’ : 
$x (he. FactExp[en rp( test (body ( Factsli,,I[sn r) 8, return )pK)) 
else : 
FactEx,[+p(Av. terminate rror,) 
‘error’ : AUK. terminate rror2Q 
Fig. 6. Factored clauses. 
FactEx$il = hrp&- 
case TypeE,&]lr of 
‘int’ : Fact&lrp(AL int-fetch pel) 
‘real : Fact ,dl[ iI Tp( Al. real-fetch p&C) 
‘boo1 : Fact&~rp(hl. bool-fetch pel) 
‘untyped’ : Fact,&~rp(hl. terminate rror& 
Fac&,de, + ed = Hope. 
=e TypeEx$elD7 of 
‘int’ : case TypeE,$e& of 
‘int’ : 
FactExpI[el~~p(Av,. FactE,&&p(Av2. int-addp&z&) 
‘real’ : 
F~%pI[ell17P(h~l. 
coerce p(Ax. FactEx&&p( Av2. real-add pew, 9))) 
‘bool’ : 
FactExpl[e,~~p(Av,. FactExpl[eZ~rp(Av2. terminateerror,)) 
‘untyped’ :
FactExp[e,~7P(hv,. FactE,&&p(Aq. terminate rror&) 
‘real : case Typ+,[eJ 7 of 
‘int’ : 
Fac&,[e,~Tp( Av, . FactE,&?,Dp( Av2. coerce p( real-add p&v,) v2)) 
‘real’ : 
FactExp[e,~7P(hv,. FactE,,[e2]p(Av2. real-addpqvz)) 
‘bool’ : . 
FactExp[e&p(Av,. FactE,,[e&p(Av2. terminate rrorg)) 
‘untyped’ :
FactE,,[eJTp(Av,. FactE,Je&p(Av2. terminate rror&) 
‘bool’ : case TypeE,,[e& of 
‘int’ : 
FactE,,I[eJ7p(Av,. FactE,,[e2]crp(Av2. terminate rrorg)) 
‘real’ : 
FactExpl[elj~p(Av,. FactE,,[&p(Av2. terminate rrorg)) 
‘bool’ : 
FactEx&,JJTp(Av,. Fact,&Jrp(Avz. bool-orpev&) 
‘untyped’ :
Fact,,,[e,lTp(Av,. FactE,&Q~p(Av2. terminateerrorz3)) 
‘untyped’ : FactExp[e,n~p(Avl. FactExp[eZ]~p(Av2. terminate rror&) 
Fact,,,[iJJ = AT. 
case Typeld[,jlj~ of 
‘untyped’ : terminate rror,, 
else : lookup i 
Fig. 6 (continued). 
We can now state the main theorem: 
Theorem. For any phrase s of ST, and any T and p, if Types,,Js)r = ok, then 
ifK sp K’ then DynStm&]pK sP FaCtst,&~?prc’ 
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Proof. We proceed by structural induction on ST. For atomic phrases, which pass 
values to or immediately execute their continuations, such as assignment statements, 
we can calculate the answer directly, using Lemma 2.1 to summarize the result of 
expressions. 
For most of the other phrases of the language, the result follows by an easy 
structural induction. There are two cases which pose some difficulties. 
For a block block d s end, calculate as follows, using Lemma 2.1: 
DynS,,dblock d s endlprco 
= DynmJdDp(Ap’= DynStmtI[s]lp’K)~ 
= DY%tIl&ll P’Kfl’ 
for some p’, o’ such that consis( #, p’, o’), where 7’ is the symbol table used for s. 
Now consider the environment p’ returned by the declarations d. Since the 
declarations involve only new locations, any store which passes the constraints 
imposed by p’ also passes the constraints imposed by p. That is, for any a, 
consis( T’, p’, a) implies consis( 7, p, c). Therefore, if K zp K’, then K zpO K’. There- 
fore, if K sp d, we can apply the induction hypothesis to deduce that 
Dynstmt(ls~p’& = Factst,,&)p’fc’q 
completing the induction step for this case. 
The other interesting case is that of while-loops. Again, we assume that 
consis(r, p, CF) and K sp K’. Using the lact that while es end is well-typed to choose 
the right static branch in Fact,,,l[while es endnTpK%, we have 
Dyns,,gwhile e s endjjpKo = (fix f )u 
Fac&,,,[while es endlrpK’o = (fix g)o 
where 
f = A& DynE,,[enp(hu. isBool? v : 
([v 1 Booi] = true * Dyn,,,,[sj& 
4, 
else : terminate error) 
g = A& Fact,,,[en~p(hv. [v 1 Boo11 = true 3 ~achJ4l v9, 
K’) I 
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We must show that if consis(7, p, CT), then (Jixf)~ = (fixg)u. Since 
(and similarly for g), it will suffice to show that for all n, if consis( r, p, o), then 
f’“‘(l)o = g’“‘(l)o, th a is, for all n, ftn) I spg(“) _L. We do this by induction on t 
n When n = 0, then both sides equal 1. For the induction step, let 8 =f’“‘( I) and 
8’ = g’“‘(l). The hypothesis for this induction is that 8 ~~0’. 
We know, by the structural induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.1, that there is a 
boolean b such that for all K, 
Therefore 
j&r = isBool? b : (([b 1 Bool] = true) a Dynst,tl[slp6+m, KO), . . . 
= ([b 1 Bool] = true) * 
= ([b 1 Boo11 = true) * 
= ([b 1 Bool) = true) * 
= get0 
DYnS,rntbnPw K’u (since K spK’) 
Factst,&lJ 7pe’o, K ‘U 
(structural induction hypothesis) 
This establishes the induction on n9 and therefore completes the case for the 
while-loop. Note that this step requires the generalization to different K, K’ in the 
main theorem, as the inner executions of s occur in different, but congruent, 
continuations. Cl 
5. Conchsion and related work 
This work supports the claim that denotational semantics is a powerful notation 
for expressing static analysis. The static semantics for ST is specified separately 
from the dynamic meaning of the language as a function of syntax and a static 
environment and then static type checking is incorporated into the semantics of ST 
to replace run-time checks. Replacing run-time computations by compile-time com- 
putations makes it possible to write dynamic phrases which are simpler than the 
original definition for ST. Furthermore, the modified definition is suitable for deriving 
an optimizing compiler for ST using the methodology presented in [ 18-211. In [lo], 
the methodology is applied to a definition of a language which is similar to the one 
discussed here. The compiler performs type checking before code generation and 
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the optimized code is proved correct with respect o the original definition of the 
source language. The target code derived in [lo] is more efficient than what could 
be derived from the original definition of the language. 
The methodology presented here does not use the abstract evaluation approach 
which has been developed in [l, 3, 12, 131, however there are notable similarities. 
An abstract evaluator describes tatic properties in terms of a non-standard efinition 
in which information is associated with program points in order to deduce things 
about the run-time behavior of a program. In our approach, a program point is 
simply a program construct, the static property is a type and the non-standard 
domain is the environment. Our goal is to make the formal connection between the 
non-standard or static properties and the dynamic behavior. 
Since the language considered here contains only well-structured constructs, (e.g;, 
no gotos) the static semantics may be written as straightforward recursive descent. 
Further, the domains involved correspond directly to data structures used by a 
compiler; the static environment represents the compile-time symbol table which 
maps identifiers to static values. Regardless of the approach, we share a common 
goal which is to establish a formal connection between static analysis and dynamic 
behavior. 
In our approach, the key to incorporat:ng static analysis into the dynamic definition 
is the Type-Consistency Property. Computations which can be expressed as functions 
of syntax and a static environment may replace dynamic computations provided 
Type-Consistency is established between the static environment and the run-time 
structures. An assertion similar to consistency appears in [9]. 
The rearrangement of clauses that we call factoring is an example of a staging 
transformation as described in [7]. Computations are shifted to an earlier stage of 
the implementation process where they may be carried out less frequently. 
Developing a comprehensive theoretical model of compilation is important to 
language designers and implementors because by studying the issues of compilation 
in a formal model, one will be better prepared to design and write correct compilers= 
Denotational semantics is a formally-based notation which has been used to describe 
compilers; however, most of the work thus far has dealt with code generation. This 
paper shows how denotational semantics can be used to model other phases of 
compilation besides code generation. 
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